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Abstract

The use of simulation within software development has as main aims to validate the system, as well as to recognize performance aspects. A simulation model includes the description of the behavior of the system, but also intended animation strategies (to visualize the simulation) and statistics collecting/evaluating procedures. In this paper we present a modular approach for animating simulation models. Both the system's behavior and its animation are modeled by graph grammars, a formal, yet intuitive visual specification technique. The simulation of the system as well as its animation are supported by tools. We discuss the integration of the tools PLATUS, designed to construct the simulation models, and the tool GENGED, designed for the development of visual languages, in order to obtain an environment in which animation modules can be obtained (from GENGED) and used (in PLATUS). Moreover, due to the modular structure, an animation can be exchanged easily, and can be also reused by other simulation models.
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1 Introduction

The area of discrete simulation aims at validating and recognizing behavior and performance aspects of a system. Although it is possible to perform tests on real systems, it poses pragnatical problems, especially during the design of safety critical system operations. Therefore, testing and validation of system properties during the software specification phase reduces costs and safety risks and helps to detect specification errors early. The use of discrete simulation allows to build controlled environments where different strategies may be tested while searching for the best solution.
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The first step to do a simulation of a system is to construct a model of the system to be simulated that represents the specific system elements under investigation as realistically as possible. A simulation model is composed of many parts. The main one describes the behavior of the system, others are concerned with collecting data for statistics and visualizing the simulation of the system. There are many interactive development environments for simulation, both commercial ones such as MicroSaint, Arena, Taylor III and ModSim III, as academic ones such as VMSS [KN96], SMOOCHEES [BRM96], VSE [Bal97] and SIMIO [Coq97]. In most of these environments, the behavior of the model, together with its animation and statistics components, is described by programs written in various programming languages. Describing the behavior of the components of a simulation system by programs has some serious drawbacks:

- Although the model is a specification of the system to be constructed, the description is too low level to be used as a specification for the further development of the system. Moreover, typically the programs describing the models include statistical and animation procedures and it is hard to extract the behavior model from the program (statistics and animation are only interesting for the visualization, but not for the development of the system);
- It makes it hard, if not impossible, to make proofs of behavioral properties of the system;
- The reuse of simulation components/animation procedures in other simulation models becomes more difficult;
- If the platform/implementation language changes, all existing models may be lost, or have to be adapted / re-implemented in a new language.

To overcome these problems we proposed in [CK98] that a simulation environment should have the following characteristics:

1. Use a formal specification language to describe the simulation models. This specification, besides being an abstract, implementation independent description of the system, can be used as a basis for verification and correct implementation.
2. Separate the aspects Behavior, Statistics and Animation throughout the simulation process. This separation allows flexible combinations of components (for example, the selection of different animation views) when simulating the system behavior. Moreover, the analysis of system properties and the later software development steps then can be performed based on the Behavior component only, independently of animation or statistics details.

These ideas served as a basis for the definition of the PLATUS environment [RC98, CMR99]. This environment allows a component-wise construction of simulation models based on a formal specification technique graph grammars [Ehr79, Ros87]. Graph grammars are quite intuitive even for non-theoreticians. The basic idea is to model states as graphs and state changes as (graph) rules where a rule shows part of a model in a before/after style. This allows a clear and consistent description of events representing the system behavior.

Within PLATUS, the specification of the behavior of a component is clearly separated from the specification of the animation strategy chosen to visualize the simulation of this component, allowing to use a library of animation modules. One open problem was how to provide a user with a suitable way of constructing animation modules, and furthermore how to link these modules to the simulation model. This is the topic of this paper. To construct the animation modules we will use an approach called GENGED [Bar98]. Originally, the GENGED environment was built for the visual definition of visual languages. Here, we use it to construct animation modules. Animations will be described by graph grammars, that are the specification formalism for the description of visual languages in GENGED. We describe which kind of interfaces are necessary for the integration of the PLATUS components with the animation modules defined by GENGED (see Figure 1). The advantages of such a modular approach are twofold: on the practical side, the user deals only with one formal method in order to specify the behavior of the animation of his models; on the theoretical side, the uniform representation gives rise to simpler and more elegant models that are easier to analyze and to use for further development.
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Figure 1: Modular simulation and animation environment.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is an informal introduction to graph grammars as they are the basis formalism used in our approach; Sections 3 and 4 present the basic concepts of the simulation environment PLATUS and the GENGED approach respectively. In Section 5, we show how to construct animation modules for simulation models. Finally, in Section 6, we review the main results of this paper and discuss further developments.

2 Graph Grammars and Graph Transformations

Graphs play an important role in many areas of computer science. They are especially useful in analysis and design of software applications like database systems or distributed systems. Prominent representatives for graphical notations are entity relation diagrams, message sequence charts, Petri nets, automata and all kinds of UML diagrams.

Now we will recall the concepts of typed graphs [Kor95, CMR99] and illustrate those by an example. A graph is given by two disjoint sets (graph objects), called nodes (vertices) and directed arcs (edges) from a source node to a target node. Every graph object is typed over a type graph. Figure 2 (a) represents a typed graph with three nodes and two arcs. The nodes are of type Elevator, ButtonSet and press and the arcs of type solid line and dashed line. The corresponding type graph is shown in Figure 2.
(b) Here, the nodes and arcs are the types themselves, whereas the graph objects in Figure 2 (a) can be seen as instances of these types. Nodes and arcs may be additionally labeled by attributes that are used to store data together with the graph objects. In this paper we will only use attributes for nodes. Attributes will be denoted in the type graph by an arc carrying an attribute name connecting a node to its attribute type (a set). In the instance graphs this attribute arc will connect a node with the current value of that attribute. In Figure 2, the type graph (b) specifies that an Elevator node may contain an attribute named state of data type State = {stop, up, down}. In the instance graph (a) the value of this attribute is stop. The press node contains no attribute. We allow attributes to be abstract data types, that is, we consider not only the sets of types, but also operations on these types. In particular, the use of abstract data types allows us to use variables and terms as attributes (by choosing a term algebra as attribute algebra). This is very useful for a high-level specification of behavior, as we will see later on.

Figure 2: A graph (a) typed over the type graph (b)

Note that, using a graph as type system poses additional constraints on the possible instances: for example, in no instance graph a press node can be connected to another node via a solid line because such a situation is not present in the type graph of Figure 2 (b).

A relationship between graphs can be expressed by a graph morphism that maps the nodes and arcs of the first graph $G$ to nodes and arcs of the second graph $H$, respectively. The graph objects in $G$ are called origins and in $H$ images. The mappings have to be type compatible (nodes and arcs are mapped to nodes and arcs of the same type) and compatible with structure (the source/target node of an arc is mapped to the source/target node of the arc’s image). A graph morphism $g$ between the graphs $G$ and $H$ is denoted by $g : G \rightarrow H$. Figure 3 shows a graph morphism. The attribute values also have to coincide. Note that the press node and its adjacent arc are not mapped. We call such a morphism partial. Morphisms mapping all objects in the origin are called total.

Graph transformation defines a rule-based manipulation of graphs. Graph rules can be used to capture the dynamical aspects of systems. The resulting notion of graph grammars (consisting of a start graph and a set of graph rules) generalizes Chomsky grammars from strings to graphs. The start graph represents the initial state of the system, whereas the set of rules describes the possible state changes that can occur in the system. A rule comprises two graphs: a left-hand side $L$ and a right-hand side $R$, and a graph morphism $r : L \rightarrow R$ between the graph objects of $L$ and $R$. Graph

3We here follow the Algebraic Single-Pushout approach to graph grammars [Lov99, EHK+97]. For an overview of the main approaches see [Kos97].

Figure 3: A Graph morphism of attributed graphs

objects in $L$ which do not have an image via $r$ in $R$ are deleted; graph objects in $R$ without original in $L$ are created, and graph objects in $L$ which are mapped to $R$ by $r$ are preserved by the rule.

The application of a rule to a graph $G$ (derivation) requires a mapping from the rule’s left-hand side $L$ to this graph $G$. This mapping, called match, is a total graph morphism $m : L \rightarrow G$. A match marks the graph objects in the working graph that participate in the rule application, namely the graph objects in the image of $m$. The rule application itself consists of three steps. First, the graph objects marked in the rule for deletion are deleted. Thereafter, the new graph objects are appended to the graph. As a last step, all dangling arcs are deleted from the graph. The graph transformation results in a transformed graph $H$.

To achieve an abstract representation of behavior, rules often use variables and terms as attributes. Using attributed graphs, the attribute values or variables of the rule’s left-hand side have to match as well. An attribute variable is bound to an attribute value in the mapped graph object by the match. In the transformed graph, the attribute values are evaluated depending on the rule’s right-hand side and result in a constant value.

Figure 4: Application of a rule

Figure 4 shows a rule application. This rule models the event of a button being pressed. In reaction to the message press the elevator receives a message to go to floor
The floor number \( n \) is given as a rule parameter. It is bound to a value by the user when the rule is applied. In this example, \( n \) is bound to the value 5. Note that there are two possible matches for this rule because there are two message \( \text{press} \) in graph \( G \). We have indicated the chosen match by corresponding indices.

3 The PLATUS Simulation Environment

In the PLATUS environment [CK98, RC00, CMR00], a simulation model is constructed as a composition of simulation components. The first step to specify a component is to describe its internal structure as a graph. Then one can specify its behavior via graph rules and an initial state. This gives raise to the \( \text{BehaviorGG} \) of Figure 5. As we are constructing a simulation model, we now have to specify how this component shall be animated. But, in order to obtain a flexible model, we will not specify the animation concretely within the specification of the component, but only the messages shall be sent to the animation module and when these messages must be sent. Actually, the specification of animation is an enrichment of the \( \text{BehaviorGG} \) by adding new messages (and maybe attributes, if necessary). This resulting graph grammar will be called \( \text{AbsAnimGG} \) because it is a very abstract description of the animation. The concrete choice of graphical layout for this specification will be done when choosing an animation module to interpret the corresponding messages. An analogous reasoning gives raise to the \( \text{AbsStatGG} \), a graph grammar that describes abstractly the procedures for statistical data collection/analysis used in this component. The interface will be discussed in Section 5.

![Figure 5: Simulation component](image)

Now we will give an example of a component modeling a very simple elevator. In Figure 6 we can see the type graph of this component. For a first approach, do not consider the dashed elements. A node \( \text{Elevator} \) has as attributes \( \text{state} \) (the state of the elevator) and \( \text{floor} \) (the current floor the elevator is in). Moreover, this component is known by another component called \( \text{ButtonSet} \), representing a button set (the specification of this component will not be shown here). We will represent the triggers of actions by message nodes. The elevator shall respond to the message \( \text{go} \) and the button shall respond to the message \( \text{press} \).

The reaction of the elevator to a message \( \text{go} \) is expressed by rules \( \text{goUp} \), \( \text{stop} \), \( \text{goDown} \), depicted in Figure 7. Rule \( \text{goUp} \) specifies that, if the target floor \( n \) is higher than the current floor \( m \) then the elevator goes one floor upwards, sets its state to up and sends a message to itself in order to trigger the application of the same rule, once more, until it reaches the desired floor (the triggering message is always consumed by the application of the rule). The other rules behave analogously.

![Figure 6: Elevator type graph](image)

![Figure 7: Elevator rules](image)
The initial graph \textit{Init} is shown in Figure 8. It specifies that, in the beginning, the elevator must be in the ground floor (0), in the state \textit{stop}. Moreover, the button set has a trigger \textit{press}. Note that the specification of the button set includes the rule \textit{pressButton(u)}, as shown in Figure 4. When this rule is applied, a message \textit{go} is generated on the elevator starting the elevator movements.

![Figure 8: Elevator initial graph](image)

The dashed messages and components in Figures 6 to 8 represent graph objects that are not present in the \textit{BehaviorGG} of the elevator but only in its \textit{AbsAnimGG}. For example, in the rule \textit{goUp} it is specified that, besides the behavior described above, a message \textit{AnimUp} shall be sent to the animation component. The message \textit{Init} in the initial graph \textit{Init} describes that, in the beginning, the animation module will receive this message with parameters 9 (representing the total number of floors in the building) and 0 (representing the current floor). This message is used to generate the animation picture that is modified by the application of the other rules.

More details about \textit{Platus} and its architecture can be found in [RC90, CM99].

4 The \textbf{GENGED} Environment

The \textbf{GENGED} environment [Bar00, BNS00, BT02] is a visual environment supporting the visual definition of visual languages. The result is a visual language specification which is the input of a graphic editor that allows us to edit diagrams over the language specified. Here we show how \textbf{GENGED} can be used for the visual definition of animation modules; we consider each module as a visual language. Based on these descriptions, in Section 5 we extend the \textbf{GENGED} approach by allowing the generation of several animation modules.

The \textbf{GENGED} environment implements its underlying concepts. Similar to formal textual languages, in \textbf{GENGED}, a visual language is specified by a visual alphabet and a visual grammar. In contrast to textual languages, a visual alphabet comprises not only the symbols of a language but also the links between symbols, because in visual languages we have to deal with two-dimensional expressions whose positions and sizes must be taken into account. As we model visual grammars by graph grammars, a visual grammar of a visual language consists of a start graph and a set of graph grammar rules. Like graph grammar rules, also visual grammar rules may be context-sensitive such that \textbf{GENGED} supports the visual specification of a broad spectrum of visual languages.

In \textbf{GENGED} we distinguish between two syntactical description levels, namely, the abstract syntax level and the concrete syntax level of visual languages. The abstract syntax describes the language's elements (e.g., the names for symbols and links), whereas the concrete syntax describes their layout. The layout is given by the description of graphical objects and graphical constraints between the objects. In general, graphical constraints express relations between graphical objects concerning their positions and sizes. We use the notion of \textit{constraint satisfaction problem} [Dv97] in order to define a set of constraint variables correlating with certain object properties (positions and sizes), and equations (graphical constraints) over the constraint variables. The problem is to find a solution for all the constraints. For example, we can specify that a circle is to be placed inside a box by a constraint. Then, if the box is moved, a constraint satisfaction problem has to be solved in order to calculate the new position of the circle.

In literature, a lot of solving algorithms can be found; we use the constraint solving algorithm (and the corresponding constraint solver system) described in [Gr99] that is able to find the most adequate solution.

The visual specification of visual languages (VLs) supported by \textbf{GENGED} is an application of algebraic graph transformation [Bar00]. This is similar to the concepts of typed graph grammars introduced in Section 2 but more complex with respect to the graphical objects used for the layout, and the correlation of object properties and constraint variables occurring in constraint satisfaction problems. Formally, a visual alphabet is given by an algebraic graph structure signature and a constraint satisfaction problem. This means that a visual alphabet is interpreted as a type graph. Additional access operations on graphs define the constraint variables. All instances (VL diagrams, both sides of graph rules) are typed over the alphabet and moreover, they satisfy the corresponding constraint satisfaction problems. For the derivation of diagrams we follow the concepts mentioned in Section 2 together with graphical constraint solving [Gr99].

According to the constituents of a VL specification, the \textbf{GENGED} environment comprises an alphabet editor and a grammar editor. The alphabet editor supports the editing of visual symbols for both, the abstract syntax and the concrete syntax, respectively. The abstract syntax of visual symbols is represented by node types. The node type attributes represent the concrete syntax of visual symbols. Once the visual symbols are established, the links between these symbols can be defined. On the abstract syntax level, the definition of links establishes the types between the symbol types.

For connecting the corresponding symbol layouts, the user can define several graphical constraints. The alphabet is the input of the generic grammar editor supporting the visual definition of the visual grammar over the visual alphabet. The result is a VL specification that is the input in the intended generic graphic editor for a specific visual language. The grammar rules are used as the language-specific edit commands. This means that we have language-generating rules but also language-manipulating rules for, e.g., the deletion of some symbols. The transformation of diagrams in the grammar editor as well as in the graphic editor is supported by the graph transformation system \textit{AGG} [TE99]; the constraint satisfaction problems are solved by the graphical constraint solver \textit{PACCON} [Gr99].

In the following we concentrate on our example, namely the specification of an animation view for an elevator. In Figure 9, several visual symbols and visual links of the
corresponding visual alphabet are shown. There we have two lexical symbols Elevator and Animation. These symbols are equipped with attribute symbols TotalFloors, Floor, and Message, respectively. The Elevator is illustrated as part of a building showing several floors. The total number of floors depends on a concrete number modeled by TotalFloors. The Animation is illustrated by an elevator cabin which is intended to move between the floors of the building. The Floor attribute is used to indicate the current floor of the animation view. On the layout level (concrete syntax) the current Floor number is not visible but is represented by drawing the elevator cabin in the corresponding floor of the building. The Message attribute symbol is used to indicate the movement of the elevator between the floors. The layouts of the corresponding enumeration data type are given on the concrete syntax level. We do not visualize neither the init nor the stop state but the directions up and down (illustrated by arrows up and down).

Figure 9: Visual alphabet for one animation view of an elevator

Not only the symbols as shown in Figure 9 are important for the animation view. Additionally we expect some messages triggering the movement of the elevator. These messages concern mainly the abstract syntax level, i.e., the animation of the visual language. Therefore, we extend our alphabet by some symbols and links in Figure 10 for the messages. These messages have influence on the animation which is modeled by rules later on but the messages should not be visualized.

Figure 10: Extended visual alphabet

Now we have defined the visual alphabet of our visual language for the elevator example. Based on this alphabet, we define some rules according to the messages we expect to receive and which trigger the animation. Figure 11 illustrates the rule for the initialization of the animation view. In the left-hand side we expect the init message holding the amount of available floors in the building given by the variable t and the floor where the elevator currently is (f). From this message, the animation view is built up in the right-hand side of the rule.

Figure 11: Rule supporting the initialization

Similar to the first rule, the rule for the AnimationUp movement is modeled and shown in Figure 12. In its left-hand side we require the existence of an Elevator and Animation symbol which are connected due to the alphabet. Furthermore, we expect a corresponding AnimationUp message. This message triggers an upwards movement of the elevator indicated by the floor f + 1 in the rule's right-hand side. On the concrete syntax level, the up movement is illustrated by an arrow beside the elevator.

Figure 12: Rule supporting the up movement

The remaining rules, e.g., for stopping the elevator and for the downwards movement, are similar to that of Figures 11 and 12 and will be therefore omitted here.

Within this section we have shown how to use GENGEEd to describe one specific animation view for the elevator example, giving rise to one animation module. The idea is to construct a library of such modules that can be reused by many components.
5 Animation of Simulation Models

Up to now we have defined how to specify a component of a simulation and how to construct animation modules. In this section we will discuss the integration between these two. In Figure 5, we have the basic structure of a simulation component. The interface of such a component is composed by rules that specify input as well as export actions. An imported action is represented by a rule whose left-hand side specifies the message that triggers that action (sent to the corresponding component) and the right-hand side specifies the message that this component is expecting when this action is completed (if this is the case, if not, there is no message in the right-hand side). An example of an imported action of the elevator would be a rule having in its left-hand side a message sent to a button set and on the right-hand side a message sent to the elevator. Export messages are analogous, just that in the left-hand side a message handled by this component is shown, and in the right-hand side the message sent in return (if it exists). As the rest of the component, the interface is organized into behavior, animation and statistics interface, whereas the animation and statistics components do not have any export rules (because the animation and statistics modules do not depend on the behavior module). In the following we will stick to the animation interface.

In our example, the corresponding interface shown in Figure 13. Rule up-set states that the elevator may send a message AnimUp to its animation module and will expect nothing in return (no message as an answer). Actually, it would be quite unusual to expect answers from such modules because this would mean that the animation could affect the behavior of the elevator, what is not desirable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elevator</th>
<th>Animation</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Anim-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevator</td>
<td>Animation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anim-Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator</td>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>Anim-Down</td>
<td>Stop-Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator</td>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>Anim-Up</td>
<td>Stop-Up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: The interface

Each animation module also have an (export) interface composed by rules, describing which are the messages that are treated by this module. For our example, this interface would consist of four rules that are the inversions of the four rules of the animation interface of the component (inverse rule means to exchange left- and right-hand side).

When constructing a simulation model, the user must choose the components that he/she will use, and also the animation and statistics module for each of such components. A consistency check must be performed to guarantee that the chosen animation/statistics modules are able to treat the desired messages. Note that this consistency check is the same that is done for importing/exporting other components (behavior).

Then, we have achieved a uniform way to deal with behavior/animation/statistics within the simulation model.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an approach to construct animation modules using the tool GenGED. The idea is to use this tool to construct a library of animation modules that can be used to visualize the behavior of a simulation model. Here we used graph grammars as the basis formalism to describe both, the animation and the behavior of the system to be simulated. The integration of the simulation model with the animation models is done via an interface consisting of rules.

Here we have settled the first concepts that shall serve as a basis for the corresponding implementation of interfaces. But still a lot of work has to be done in order to obtain better animation strategies. One is the construction of animation for complex models, like the ones composed of various components. In this case, we may need to give a graphical layout for the composition operators (to see, for example, two elevators within the same building). Another improvement would be to consider richer interfaces, consisting, for example, some information about relationships among messages (like, message AnimUp is opposite to AnimDown). This could be useful to assure that visualization is in a way compatible with the semantics of the model being simulated.
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